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QUESTION 1

An integration developer has been tasked to create a solution to process electronic invoices. The invoices must be sent
through Web services with a swaRef-type attachment per the Web Services Interoperability Organization (WS-I)
Attachment Profile 1.0. Which of the following is a required step in order to expose a module as a Web Service
supporting the above technology? 

A. Add the predefined SwaRefLib in the library section of the dependency editor of the module. 

B. Add a custom interface with a field \\'attachment\\' to an export and when generating the WS binding select the \\'(WS-
I) Attachment Profile 1.0 with swaRef\\' option. 

C. Select the \\'WS-I attachment profile 1.0 swaRef schema file\\' interface in the Predefined Resources section of the
dependency editor of the module. 

D. Create a custom interface that follows the WS-I Attachment Profile 1.0 in a library and add it in the library section of
the dependency editor of the module. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An integration developer wants to log only the payload of the service message object flowing through a mediation flow
into a flat file. Which of the following is the correct configuration of the Message Logger mediation primitive to achieve
this? 

A. The property \\'Root\\' of the primitive should be set to \\'/payload\\';The property \\'Logging Type\\' should be set to
\\'default\\'. 

B. The property \\'Root\\' of the primitive should be set to \\'/body\\';The property \\'Logging Type\\' should be set to
\\'custom\\'. 

C. The property \\'Root\\' of the primitive should be set to /payload;The property \\'Logging Type\\' should be set to \\'file
system\\'. 

D. The property \\'Root\\' of the primitive should be set to /body;The property \\'Logging Type\\' should be set to
\\'default\\'. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

During testing of an SCA component, an integration developer uses the administrative console to select event points for
monitoring using the Common Event Infrastructure (CEI) server. 

Which service must be enabled to capture service component event details? 

A. Diagnostic Trace service 

B. Diagnostic Logging service 
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C. Component Event Monitoring service 

D. Common Base Event Browser service 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

An integration developer has been working on mediation flow development using an older version of WebSphere
Integration Developer. The integration developer has now installed WebSphere Integration Developer V7.0. and wants
to move the existing flow development to the WebSphere Integration Developer, V7.0 environment. 

How should the integration developer achieve this? 

From the older version of WebSphere Integration Developer: 

A. export the artifacts as a shared EAR file. Then use the serviceDeploy tool in WebSphere Integration Developer V/7.0
to migrate the project 

B. export the artifacts as an EAR file. Import the EAR file into WebSphere Integration Developer V7.0 and step through
the migration wizard. 

C. export the artifacts as a Project Interchange (PI) file. Import the PI file into WebSphere Integration Developer V7 0
and step through the migration wizard 

D. export the project as an Eclipse Product, then import the product file into WebSphere Integration Developer V7.0,
which will automatically migrate the project. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A mediation module must be designed to participate in a transaction initiated by a client component. Which of the
following settings should be used by the integration developer to meet the transaction requirements for the mediation
module? 

A. Set the Transaction qualifier to False and the Join transaction qualifier to True. 

B. Set the Transaction qualifier to Global and the Join transaction qualifier to True. 

C. Set the Transaction qualifier to Local and the Join transaction qualifier to False. 

D. Set the Transaction qualifier to True and the Join transaction qualifier to True. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

A clustered WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus topology was generated using the remote messaging pattern. 

Which of the following clusters should the integration developer choose to install the mediation module? 
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A. Remote messaging cluster 

B. Remote support infrastructure cluster 

C. Application deployment target cluster 

D. Service component architecture cluster 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

An integration developer has been tasked with consolidating common artifacts that are currently defined and used in
separate unrelated mediation modules. 

Which of the following should be done? 

A. Both common business objects and common XML maps should be consolidated into a shared library. 

B. Neither common business objects nor common XML maps should be consolidated into a shared library. 

C. Business objects used by XML maps should not be consolidated into a shared library, but common XML maps
should be 

D. XML maps should not be consolidated into a shared library but common business objects used in XML maps should
be. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

An integration developer wants to implement a mediation module that carries out a transport protocol conversion to
allow a JMS client to send messages to a Web Service as described in the Exhibit. 

Which is one of the required steps to be performed to allow the interaction between the JMS client and the Inbound JMS
Export? 

A. Set the \\'JMS Correlation ID\\' property to the value "send" in the JMS client. 

B. Add a JMS property named TargetFunctionName in the header of the JMS message with a value of "send". 

C. Implement a FunctionSelector class in the JMS client to select the \\'send\\' operation while sending the message. 

D. Create a Service Integration Bus queue associated with the JMS Export with the \\'default forward routing path*
property set to the value "send". 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

An integration developer has set breakpoints in an XML map and is running it on a server. The server does not pause
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when the breakpoints are encountered. What must the integration developer do in order to stop on the breakpoints? 

A. Enable debugging on the server. 

B. Test the XML map within the workspace. 

C. Refactor the XML map on the server. 

D. Refactor the XML map within the workspace. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

An integration developer is using a Database Lookup primitive in a mediation flow. The developer wants to design the
flow in such a way any connection failure in the Database Lookup primitive is persisted and then the message
processing continues: 

What is the correct way to achieve this in the flow? The developer must: 

A. wire the fail terminal of the Database Lookup primitive to the input terminal of the Event Emitter mediation primitive;
wire the output terminal of the Event Emitter mediation primitive to the next element in the flow. 

B. wire the fail terminal of the Database Lookup primitive to the input terminal of the Fail mediation primitive; wire the
output terminal of the Fail mediation primitive to the next element in the flow. 

C. wire the keyNotFound terminal of the Database Lookup primitive to the input terminal of the Event Emitter mediation
primitive; wire the output terminal of the Event Emitter mediation primitive to the next element in the flow. 

D. wire the keyNotFound terminal of the Database Lookup primitive to the input terminal of the Fail mediation primitive;
wire the output terminal of the Fail mediation primitive to the next element in the 

flow. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

An integration developer has implemented and deployed an integration solution composed of two mediation modules
(ModuleA and ModuleB) and one Library. - ModuleA invokes ModuleB via a SCA binding - ModuleA is not versioned -
ModuleB and the Library are versioned If the integration developer wants to make a change to the Library and upgrade
its version, which are the minimum steps to be performed with the Dependencies editors before rebuilding and
redeploying the modules? 

A. Change the version of the Library in its Dependency editor. 

B. Change the version of the Library using the refactoring feature. 

C. Change the version of both the Library and ModuleB using the refactoring feature. 

D. Change the version of both the Library and ModuleB using the refactoring feature, and change the referenced
version of ModuleB in the SCA Import binding properties window of ModuleA. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

An integration developer has written a new mediation flow and wants to test it on an embedded test server. It is
expected that the mediation flow will require repeated redeployments during the testing phase. 

What is the suggested way to install the application in order to efficiently redeploy it after repeated changes? 

A. Build the EAR file and deploy it to the server via serviceDeploy. 

B. Build the EAR file and deploy it to the server via the administrative console. 

C. In the servers tab. add the project to the Configured projects list. 

D. In the servers tab. select the server, and select Publish from the menu. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

An integration developer wants to connect the fail terminal of a Service Invoke primitive to a Message Logger primitive
in order to log the error message in case of failure. Which field does the integration developer need to retrieve with
XPath? 

A. /context/failInfo/failureString 

B. /context/failInfo/predecessor/failureString 

C. /headers/SOAPFaultInfo/faultstring 

D. /headers/SOAPFaultInfo/extendedFaultInfo/Reason/Text 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

An integration developer wants to test a component by using a component test project. While specifying values for the
input parameters the integration developer needs to invoke a function defined in a utility.jar. 

Which of the following required actions should be performed? 

A. Copy the function java cods into the value field of type java expression. 

B. Add the utility.jar as a dependency using the dependency editor of the component test project 

C. Add the utility jar as a dependency using the dependency editor of the module containing the component to be
tested. 

D. Add the utility.jar to a library included in the dependency editor of the module containing the component to be tested. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

An integration developer has created a mediation module that receives data through a JMS Export binding and has also
developed an independent web application to display the flow of data through the corresponding JMS Destination.
Which one of the following options correctly describes the actions to be performed on the dependency editor of the
module in order to deploy the Web application within the same module? Add the Web project of the Web application in
the J2EE section and: 

A. select the corresponding \\'On Build Path\\' option. 

B. select the corresponding \\'Deploy with Module\\' option. 

C. deselect the corresponding \\'On Build Path\\' option. 

D. deselect the corresponding \\'Deploy with Module\\' option. 

Correct Answer: B 
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